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 Man, I’ve hardly been in my boat in a couple of weeks and 

you want me to go run that big water?  I'm feeling all rusty and 
stuff.  We get there and there is just a mob of folks.  I'm trying to 
unload gear, get people to sign the waiver and in the words of a Satur-
day Night Live character, it was all higgledy-piggleldy until I was cat-
tywampus!  Thankfully, my wife was there to help with the paperwork, 
and David B. and Dan A. started getting everyone organized and into the 
shuttle.  I had been one time before, on a hot midsummer day.  We all 
ate lunch and went paddling in 95 degree heat.  Never again!  I never 
made it to the high water that day, but the low water was pretty fun 
class 3 drop and pool.  Calls had been made to the dam's phone line 
and forecasts for generation were made.  We were told to expect low 
water until late in the afternoon.  We got there and it had been 9,000 
Continued on page 3 

Todd McGinnis on Cutbait Rapid    

 
4/18-19/2015  Beginner / Trained Beginner Whitewater Kayak Class  
  (Atlanta) 
4/18/2015  Introduction to Canoeing (Flatwater) 
4/24-26/2015   Swiftwater Rescue Class (full, but waiting list available) 
5/2/2015   Ocoee Boot Camp (series of classes over 6 days - 5/2, 
  5/9, 5/23, 6/6, 6/13-14, culminating on the Ocoee on 
  6/20.) 
5/3/2015   Hand Paddling Skills Clinic (Metro Hooch) 
5/23/2015   Recreational Kayak Class (Atlanta) 
6/6/2015   Combat Roll Clinic with Robert Weddle (registration will 
  open in May!) 
6/13-14/2015   Training Weekend-Bryson City NC (WW Kayak - Beginner, 
  Trained Beginner, Intermediate) 
6/20/2015   Recreational Kayak Class (Atlanta) 
6/27-28/2015   Beginner / Trained Beginner Whitewater Kayak Class  
  (Atlanta) 
7/11-12/2015   Training Weekend-Bryson City NC (WW Kayak - Beginner, 
  Trained Beginner, Intermediate) 
7/18/2015   Intro to Park-n-Play 
7/25-26/2015   Nantahala Step-Up Clinic 
8/8-9/2015   Training Weekend-Bryson City NC (WW Kayak - Beginner, 
  Trained Beginner, Intermediate) 
 
Please see the GCA Calendar for details, updates, and to sign up at http://
www.gapaddle.com 
 
For any questions or class suggestions, e-mail gapaddletraining@gmail.com. EL 

Upcoming GCA Classes  by Jim Tebbel 

Columbus Hooch GCA Day  Feb. 2015  
9,000 CFS and rising   Trip report and pictures by Jay Davis 

http://www.gapaddle.com/
http://www.gapaddle.com/
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Surviving the Kayaker’s Head Game  Story and photos by Angela Greenwell 

Crisis in Confidence 

When you take people out of their comfort zones, you 
learn more about them than at any other time.  
 - Richard Branson 
 

 Why? Why do we whitewater kayak?  I will be honest and 

say I am having a momentary lapse in purpose and reason for my 

kayaking.  With a first beatdown behind me and several 

swims after experiencing the new and improved rolling challenges 

from the whitewater gods that be (shoved against a rock shelf, 

unable to get off the back deck of the boat, a half-tipped boat 

that seems happy to stay that way, smacking your head on a rock, 

etc.) I am showing up to the river with fear and confidence issues. 

 

 Anyone who paddles with me knows that I have never 

actually felt in control of my boat. I know others have talked 

about the bliss when you ‘dance with the flow of the water,’ but 

I’m still at the ‘fighting it with imperfect technique’ stage.  Yes, 
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this is reasonable as I am a beginner.  But with the beatdowns and swims, I 

have stopped trusting myself.  I believe I have less capability than I truly 

have.  The sounds in my head are filled with fear, self-doubt, and so much 

noise that there is no capacity for actually focusing on kayaking.  For exam-

ple, I had to make a class two ferry last weekend and it was THE scariest thing 

I’ve ever done in my life.  Class two.  Maybe 3 feet wide with a small amount 

of current.  Why was it scary?  It was above Crack on Chattooga. 

 

 I’ve been told that as women, the head game is a battle that is always 

being fought.  I have heard stories of tears before running a rapid, feeling sick, 

and the agony of fear, shame, and dread that persists for years until that confi-

dence and skill are built.  Everyone has their path through the fire to find their 

inner bad-ass.  Maybe it is especially hard for most women, or maybe it is 

universal.  I don’t know.  Nevertheless, the question that begs to be asked is 

why do it if you are not having fun?  Why show up, especially in these freezing 

temps, deal with pogies and skull caps and a ton of layers of clothes and brain 

freezes and pee funnels and rain and portages and all the anxiety? 

 

Continued on page 6 
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cfs all morning.  It stayed that way until early afternoon when it starting 

going all the way up to 20,000!  It's a true urban run, you are right 

there in downtown Columbus.  A nice river walk goes along much of the 

whitewater course and beyond.  It's a nice place to visit for the day 

though of course it's an urban environment, so some of the areas looked 

to be a bit sketchy.   

 

 The put in is right below the dam.  We are looking at this 

long ferry, way longer than say, the width of the whole Ocoee, maybe 

that 2 or 3 times over.  I was huffing and puffing by the time I got 

across.  The scale makes things look tiny.  I mean TINY.  The first little 

drop was a wave hole called "Ambush".  It certainly got bigger the 

closer we got.  Eddies and boils were interesting, you'd would think you 

were in flatwater, but you weren't.  You get out of the main current and 

you are still fighting all kind of little currents on literally 100 yard wide 

boil lines.  So, it was a lot of paddling, because it was a lot of riv-

er.  None of it was very hard though, just "big".  Tie Snake seemed 

easier at that level.  It reminded me of Tablesaw without the con-

striction, and shallow water and rocks.  After that, I got a little turned 

around, it appeared our group leader was heading on down to Cutbait, 

which I didn't want to run at 9,000 cfs blind, (and later decided not to 

run at all, this time!).  I was wrong, there was one more rapid, Mon-

key's Wrench, though if you swam there, you might get friendly with 

Cutbait!  But anyway, I got to find some technical routes through a non 

technical river to get over to eddy above the Waveshaper.   

 

 At 9,000 cfs, the Waveshaper rapid had at least 2 large (I'd 

say 5-6 foot tall) wave-holes that were strong enough hydraulics to put a 

dead stop on anybody hitting them square.  A few punched them down 

the middle, but most ended upside down.  The line is to run just to the 

left shoulder of each wave and bust the corners avoiding the main hy-

draulic effect.  I had a good line, it was challenging and big, solid class III, 

in my opinion.  Of course, there's more to the rapid than that, the first 

drop, the actual wave shaper, has diagonal hydraulics instead of eddy lines, 

the waves further down are 3-4 feet and are rather random and changing. 

During one ferry, I found myself sidesurfing a hole that appeared from 

nowhere and dissipated a few seconds later.  A whole heap of us wanted to 

go look at Cutbait after we ran Waveshaper.  I was looking at the ferry, 

thinking, it's fast water, but I can get across without going too far down-

stream.  Man, I was wrong!  That's a challenging ferry!  I saw lots of 

standing, looking, and pointing at Cutbait.  I got there late, so I missed a 

couple of runs.  But I got to see our fearless leader Todd McGinnis buck up 

and run it!  He had a great line and made it look easy.   

 

 When I got back, my wife had been kicked off the island, along 

with anybody else who wasn't wearing a pfd and helmet as the water was 

getting cranked way up to 20,000 cfs.  I didn't stick around for the gigan-

tic water, but I hear it was fun.  I'm pretty sure you won't find water this 

big without going to West Virginia or going out West.  So if you are plan-

ning to fire up the New River or Gauley, or go out West, or just want a 

really different whitewater experience, head on down to Columbus!  I'd like 

to offer a big thanks to the Outside World, those guys helped show us the 

lines and acted as safety boaters, I like to say thank you to the shuttle 

service people who had a great set up.  And of course, a big thanks to the 

"locals" the Paddle Monkeys and the Maconic Paddle Crackers who were 

there helping out all the Northerners.  We had 50+ boaters.  I'd call that 

a success. 

 

 

Continued on page 4 

Columbus, continued 

The put - in , Co lumbus Hooch 

R ick Thompson ( le f t ) and Troy Haas watch the carnage  
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Columbus, continued 
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Columbus, continued 

Note from Todd McGinnis: 
 

 There are not enough ways to say thank you to all the people 

that made today's Columbus Adventure a huge success. I want to mention a 

few folks and if I forgot anyone please chime in. So here it goes Jay Davis, 

David RiverLife, Dan Allison, Bryan Bonner, David Peek Sr., Deborah 

Reed, Kyle Christensen, Outsideworld Columbus, and the whole Macon/

Columbus Crew that helped coordinate the event! Also GCA y'all are awe-

some for the participation level - over 53 folks out there - It was a river 

of boats! Rest assured that all of you ran that river at a high flow and it 

got even higher. Great time and cannot stop thinking about what a great 

event it was!  EL 

 It is Spring time and the rivers are flowing and releases are 

happening.  This is a great time of year because we have so many 

options open to us.  Here in the southeast the Ocoee season is 

about to start and the Cheoah and Tallulah releases are right around 

the corner.  Right about this time there is a buzz of conversation 

around skill levels and what rivers a paddler is ready to step up to. 

This is exciting to see and I love it when paddlers want to try some-

thing different and step up their game.  While exciting, I get con-

cerned as I hear chatter that encourages paddlers to bite off more 

than they are prepared for.  Being prepared does not mean you 

won’t be nervous or pick a bad line and get beaten up but it does 

mean that you as a paddler are confident that you have the skills to 

get down the river.   It is about having a good time not just surviv-

ing. 

 

 Let me focus on my comment “Step up their game”.  For 

me, stepping up applies not just to upping the rivers you paddle but 

also how you paddle the rivers you are on now.  People are always 

asking if they are ready for the Ocoee, Tellico Ledges or Cheoah.  I 

usually respond with a series of questions; what rivers are you pad-

dling now, how long have you been paddling, do you have a roll, 

what do you do when you are on a river, and so forth. I like to 

hear that they are catching eddies, trying different strokes and may-

be trying more technical moves on their home river. 

 

 Outside of paddling with them, the series of questions allow 

me to better provide an opinion.  If the answer is, “I paddle the 

Nanty,” I ask them if they are working the river. The goal is to see 

if they are catching eddies and ferrying back and forth.  My rule of 

thumb is that if a paddler has a roll, works the Nantahala and 

passes the final exam then they are pretty well prepared for the 

Ocoee.  The “Final Exam” for me is if you can catch at least 4 to 5 

eddies through the falls, ferry back and forth to catch them, and in 

the process, if they flip they roll up. 

 

 It is my opinion that if you are paddling Class II rivers and 

you want to step it up to Class III rivers then the paddler should 

work that river like it is a class above.  The question you may be 

asking is how do I take a class III and make it a class IV.  An 

example would be if you are running the Ocoee step it up and catch 

eddies through Broken Nose.  By itself Broken Nose is Class III fun 

but if you start catching eddies you are mixing it up a bit.  You 

now have to ferry swift current and catch tight eddies and as you 

add eddies it gets just a little harder.  To me it steps up the rapid 

Continued on page 7 
 

Surfing 

Swimmer 

Stepping up for Spring!  By:  Todd McGinnis 

https://www.facebook.com/jay.davis.71868964
https://www.facebook.com/PaddleCracker
https://www.facebook.com/dan.allison.10
https://www.facebook.com/KMChristensen
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Keeping In Touch 

 
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O. 

Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357. 

 

Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share 

information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to 

gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. 

 

Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership 

application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links 

to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com. 

 

Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip re-

ports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip. 
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had tripped us up earlier. I still don’t exactly know what flipped me the 

first time in the Sinks, but the second run was smooth sailing. 

 

 To finish the day,  we got to the take out and found out that 

there had been a rock slide on the road coming in.  We were told we 

had an hour to get out and they are closing the road.  We quickly 

loaded boats and rushed back to get the vehicle at the put in.  We 

elected to not change out of our dry suits so we could make better 

time and not get blocked in.  When we drove up the road we found 

the gates and had already been closed and locked.  Needless to say we 

 

Continued on page 8 

 

Little River and Doe River Trip reports     Story and photos submitted by Keith Raker 

 Since I have moved to North Carolina I’m starting to paddle a 

lot more rivers that GCA members often don’t experience.  I hope my 

trip reports give other GCA members some incentive to venture out and 

run some of the classic rivers in the southeast. These were 2 fantastic 

Tennessee rivers. 

 

Little River Sinks to Elbow - class III –Level - 2.8’ - 3 miles 

 

 I  got together with a group of three other paddlers headed to 
western North Carolina for some creeking in early March.  The river 

levels were already decent for some of the creeks and there was rain in 

the forecast that made us hopeful for good flows.  Our main objective 

was the Little River in the Smoky Mountains.  Some of the Get Out-

doors staff have been trying to coordinate good levels with their sched-

ules for two years trying to get a personal first descent of this gem. 

We got to the river and the levels were good for a first timer 

run.  For two of us, this would be a first descent. This run goes from 

the Sinks to the Elbow for about three miles. Some in the group opted 

to run ‘the Meanies,’ a couple of rapids above the sinks for an addi-

tional challenge. I elected to skip this section as the Meanies looked 

really mean to me. Instead, I played it safe and set up a throw rope at 

the most nasty spot on the Meanies.  This was great for me as I got a 

chance to use my throw rope!  This wasn’t so great for the guy being 

rescued, as he lost his new paddle.  (*Tip – always keep a spare pad-

dle in your boat.)  The rescuee was pulled to safety and was lent a 

breakdown paddle by someone in our group and the day continued. 

(Tip 2 – it’s good to have a heavy enough throw rope to easily throw 

across the river without having to completely repack the rope.) My rope 

is a bit on the light side and it takes a long time to repack so we 

used someone else’s rope to pull his boat back across the river.  

 

 Next up was the Sinks, a waterfall that really gets your atten-

tion – lots of flow and a big drop with a tricky landing. Everyone got 

through the Sinks upright except me.  I was upside down and couldn’t 

roll because the water was pushing me against a rock wall.  Another 

person in our group finished upright and still got pushed into this same 

spot but he managed to paddle out.  I had a swim and my first rope 

assisted rescue. There was a decent pool at the bottom of the Sinks but 

it was nice not to get washed too far down stream. 

 

 The rest of the run seemed like steady class II+, boarderline 

III and boogie water.  The rapid Eddy Out is a bit of a tricky spot. 

There are definitely some fun moves to be had on the river. We took 

out above the Elbow as there was some substantial wood in it. 

 

Since this was a short run, we went back for a second lap, looking for 

redemption on our swims.  We both cruised through the sections that 

Matt Wells with a nice line through the Meanies 
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Seeking Gifts 

 “There is no such thing as a problem with out a gift for you in 
its hands. You seek problems because you need their gifts.” 
 
― Richard Bach, Illusions: The Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah 

 I have been pondering this the last few weeks.  I have had my 

moments of defiance, vowing to keep to the Metro Hooch and Cartecay 

until I pulled myself together, but a deeper part of me knows, and is 

whispering the following: 

 If you wanted something easy, you would take up hiking, or 

Pinterest. Yet you show up to the river because something tells 

you to.  It is appealing because it is hard.  You need the challenge to 

become your own personal hero and live your personal legend, whatever 

that is. When you live outside of your comfort zone, you live. You learn 

more about who you really are and who you need to grow to be. The 

potential for injury or death continually reminds us that life mat-

ters, that this is for real.   

 

 Our choices and actions on and off the river should focus on 

what is really important, valuable and purposeful. Conquering fear means 

concurring your ego and ultimately finding yourself.  Perhaps it is the 

spiritual side of me, but I believe that the journey is what life is all 

about. You can watch from the sidelines and theorize about it, or you 

can get in the arena, dare greatly and experience your own personal 

growth.  You can count on the river to be an authentic mirror, a danc-

er, and an unapologetic bitch of a teacher with great lessons for the 

brave and bold at heart. 

 

 You will never be closer to another human being than when you 

Surviving, continued     
share moments on, or about the river.  Real connection about real 

things.  It is someone standing in the middle of the river with a 

finger on your boat to give you that little bit of extra confidence 

that you can roll.  It is a shared cry in confidence before running 

something hard.  It is exchanging a glance after nailing a rapid that 

has eluded you that says “I did it!”  It is sharing personal stories so 

others know they are not alone and what you are going through is 

real and okay.  It is being told, “You’re with us.  We’ve got you.” 

and being sandwiched between two boaters as you run Nanty falls 

for the first time.  It is hearing people scream their heads off cheer-

ing for you as you navigate your skirt-imploded, water-filled boat 

down the next rapid.  Seven months and I could go on and 

on…  How beautiful is that? 

The Rock Warrior’s Way 

 I will forever be thankful that Chloe shared The Rock Warri-
or’s Way Mental Training for Climbers with me.  The book is simply 

amazing.  I have only read 30 pages so far but it already has 

brought awareness that my thinking and (over)reacting is making it 

difficult for me to kayak to the level that I can – right now. 

 

This program is called Rock Warrior’s Way because the mental prin-
ciples it uses have a close kinship with those discovered by those 
who were in actual martial situations.  Death was so likely that 
unusual mental preparation was absolutely essential.  Even in less 
perilous activities, such as rock climbing, death is still a real possi-
bility, and this truth can help us.  Ultimately, for each of us, death 
is certain.  The question, then, is how can we use the unavoidable 
truth of our mortality to empower us rather than cripple and terrify 
us. 
 

Continued on page 7 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/16904.Richard_Bach
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/30365
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/16904.Richard_Bach
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Surviving, Continued  
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 I have not given up on kayaking.  I think the beginner’s fog 

transformed into beginner’s luck, which transformed into shit is getting 

not so much real, but uncomfortable.  On our drive back from Chat-

tooga, I was wrapping up my self-pity party from two swims in three 

paddles.  Poor me, sniff sniff.  Having enough of that, I started to look 

at what I could control.  A string of events happened to me but what 

can I DO about it for next time. 

 I can be real.  I am still a beginner.  These experiences 

are new and I didn’t know what to do so I chose to swim.  I am not 

hurt.  But my pride and confidence are a bit pouty.  I have not met a 

kayaker that didn’t pay their dues and deal with the challenges of 

kayaking.  All my friends, who are much better boaters than me, did 

not get to where they are without incident.  This is the game you are 

playing.  Accept the messiness, leave the drama, be humble and 

learn.  Better to experience the wide variety of situations on easier 

water then later when it really gets real. 

 

 I can work on my hang time.  As of late I have been trigger 

happy.  If the world goes dark because my boat is washed up on a 

rock or I can’t get off my back deck because it is shallow, I can count 

to five and try again to see if my situation changes.  I can open my 

eyes and look around.  I can push off of said rock with my hand or 

paddle.  I can practice keeping my cool in the pool and create chal-

lenging situations where it is safe.  I can do more carpet rolls.  I can 

stay calm, keep trying, and building skills. 

 

 I can keep showing up.  I can get more seat time and try 

to be patient and kind to myself as I learn. 

 

 I can read this book and apply all it has to offer.  EL 

Chattooga Section IV Trip Report 

By Roger Nott 
 

We had a beautiful, long day for this scheduled GCA trip on Georgia’s 

Crown Jewell, Section IV of the Chattooga River, on Saturday, November 

8, 2014. We met at 10 a.m. at the Highway 76 parking lot and took 

out at the lake a little after 6 p.m. in the dark.  In the interim we 

had a great trip, a mostly sunny day in the high 50’s, and a congen-

ial, strong crew:  kayakers Alex Daniel, Betsy Darken, Jay Davis, Todd 

McGinnis and Danny Rowland and this trip coordinator in a Buffalo OC

-1. Jay was making his first excursion downstream of Woodall and 

paddled skillfully, though he discovered how hard one has to boof 

right to avoid the overhanging rock face below Seven-Foot Falls. 

 

 We had a low but quite sufficient water level (1.30 USGS/1.03 

on old bridge pier), enough to run all the rapids without hitting any 

rocks but low enough to keep you on your toes to keep from doing 

so.  Half of our crew, including Danny and Betsy, had clean runs of 

all the rapids, and we only had one significant swim, which began in 

the middle of Jawbone and ended with a routine boat extraction at 

the lip of Sock-em-Dog. We set up ropes where needed and insured 

that we all stayed safe. Publicity for our GCA trip also spawned a 

second Chattooga trip this lovely day, on Section 3.5.  Participants 

included Andrew and Ray Aballo, William Martin, Josh Shoda, Alex and 

Chris Singer, and Mike Tipton, and I understand they had a great time 

too.  EL 

as you are more at a risk of flipping in shallow water or dropping 

into the bottom hole and doing some unplanned surfing.  Let me be 

clear: challenging yourself does not mean putting your body or life at 

risk – a terminal hole is terminal no matter what you are preparing 

for. 

 

 The whole point here is to make sure you are prepared for 

your next step.  Skills are one thing but time on the water using 

those skills is another.  I do not believe in the “Beater till you make 

it” position.  Paddling is about fun and good times not about being 

scared. It is about preparing yourself for the next level you want to 

reach. It is 100% normal to be nervous about a run but to take the 

position that you get beaten up till you make it is not a philosophy I 

subscribe to. Paddling is a progression and you want to know that 

while you may be nervous, you are confident that you have the expe-

rience to enjoy the river.  Get your friends and go work the home 

river or go get some instruction and tell the instructor your goals.  A 

good instructor will make the class fit your goals. EL 

Stepping Up, Continued  
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 Little River and Doe River, continued  

were not very happy at that point.  The only option seemed to be to 

drive the long way around.  So we changed clothes and started for 

home via the scenic route. As we were making our scenic loop and 

finally got cell phone signal, we checked our messages and found out 

that another paddler had picked up the lost paddle at the exact same 

moment that we were passing the Mexican restaurant where he was 

having dinner! If the rockslide hadn’t happened, we would not have 

MATT BARNES RE-EMERGING FROM A NICE LINE ON THE 

SINKS AND RYAN OSBORNE SETS SAFETY   

MATT BARNES CATCHING SOME AIR   

been driving that way. Sometimes fate plays its hand and things work 

out for the best.  (Tip 3- don’t get stressed about losing gear; you can’t 

do anything about it except stay on the lookout for it on the riv-

er.  Paddlers are good people and often you will get it back.). With 

paddler and paddle reunited, and fun and exciting runs, it was the end 

of a spectacular day. (Tip 4 – Put your name and number on your 

paddle).  

Doe River Gorge –Class III/IV- 760 cfs - 6 miles 

March 15, 2015 

So I paddled with a friend back in the Fall and I remember him talking 

about a great run that I wasn’t familiar with called the Doe River Gorge 

near Hampton Tennessee.  I looked it up and made a mental note to 

try to catch it the next time it was running.  The seed was plant-

ed.  He called and said the Doe is running at a good first timer level, 

so off we went.  When you drive up to the put in and see the sparse 

amount of water you wonder, can this be it? We set shuttle and took 

off with six in our group. For five of us it would be a pfd (personal 

first descent). The farmland quickly turns into an ever growing river 

gorge with flow increasing into a substantial creek.  The river quickly 

Continued on page 9 Ke ith on Redempt ion Run—The S inks 
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could begin. (Tip 1 - it’s always good to set safety at tricky spots. Even if 

you know the run – sometimes stuff happens). We chased his gear down 

and reunited him with his boat.  However, he didn’t have his paddle.  Five 

of us were on the side of the river when, after a few minutes, it dawned on 

the fifth person down that someone was missing.  They had started out 

together but didn’t pull over at the same time. We all dashed up river and 

found our sixth person out of the water getting the lost paddle on the 

bank.  (Tip 2 – Keep a look out for everyone in your group and turn 

around occasional to make sure everyone is accounted for.)  That definitely 

got everyone’s heart racing.  Once we were all accounted for, more awesome 

class III’s were in our future. 

 

 The next major rapid was Flag Pole, which was very tricky to run 

clean.  Three of us got typewritered behind a large boulder about 1/3 of the  

way down and had to back out to get back in the main flow.  Others got 

pushed into the rocks on river left.  Then there were more incredible class 

goes from the Dan River type excitement to more and more solid 

class II’s and then quickly working its way into class III. The interest-

ing thing is that the AW site lists about three class III rapids and 

three class IV rapids.  Well, the consensus in our group was more like 

20-30 class III and three class IV’s. 

 The major rapid of consequence is called Body Snatcher 

IV.  It is a fairly complex rapid with several drops and the last end-

ing in a retentive hole, i.e. the Body Snatcher. Well, there was excite-

ment to be had! We decided to send three people down and set 

safety with three people.  The first three guys ran the rapid and all 

went well, even though some boats went nose up to the sky at Body 

Snatcher. Once they were safely down, we switched and the first 

group set safety for us. The fifth person to do the run got flipped 

and was expertly pulled out mid rapid before the body snatching 

III rapids.  Holey Moley was then next major one I remember.  Super fun 

drops and holes that you could push through.  Again, more fantastic class 

III’s on the Doe River Gorge. 

 

 The group consensus was that this was a highly under-rated hidden 

gem of a river. It’s one that I will drop whatever I’m doing to catch it.  I 

still have lots of class III/IV rivers to run, but The Doe River Gorge took the 

number one spot on my top river list ahead of some other favorites such as 

the Chattooga, Nolichucky, Wilson Creek and Ocoee.  The Doe is incredible 

beautiful! It’s remote but with hiking access by way of an old railroad bed 

paralleling the river most of the way. It doesn’t have excessive hazards but 

does have super fun white water. There is a good reliable gauge and the 

run is the perfect length so you end up satisfied at the end of the day. The  

 

Continued on page 11 

Keith, courtesy Cheryl Killman photography  

Matt Wells on the first drop of the Body Snatcher  

Kevin Ray about halfway down Body Snatcher  
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way among the parties involved, but active construction has not occurred 

for 10 years or more. Day four was a long, mostly flatwater paddle, and 

it was in these calmer spots where we began to spot many crocodiles in 

the pools and sunning themselves on the rocks. We did see a pair of 

hippos near the end of the day and were careful to give them a very 

wide berth as they can be territorial and quite dangerous. For our final 

night, our Zimbabwean guests treated us to an African Boma, a traditional 

Continued on page 13 

Little River and Doe River, continued 

Night 2 , over look ing Lower Moemba.  

 

water is a bit hard to catch but I think that makes it even more 

appealing, because of its elusive  nature.  To top off all of the other 

positives about the trip, we had a great group of people on the water 

which made it a perfect day on my new favorite river. EL 

Rafting the Mighty Zambezi River  
Continued from last issue Trip report by Michael Buttram 

Photos courtesy of Shockwave Adventures, Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe 

 Day number two on the mighty Zambezi began with class IV 

Morning Shower Rapid, which absolutely lived up to its name. Several 

more class V rapids awaited us on the second day, including Ghost 

Rider, with a vicious looking left to right curler which was made all the 

more fearsome as we stood and scouted it for ten minutes beforehand. 

In the late afternoon, we had a steep portage around Lower Moemba, 

another Class VI rapid. The second day ended at a triple-tiered sandy 

beach, with a cliff top overlooking  the falls we portaged. This was the 

most scenic campsite of the trip.  

 

On day three, the gorge began to flatten and the rapids became a little 

tamer, mainly class III and IV, but still plenty exciting. At this point in 

the trip, we began to see lean-to structures every once in a while, main-

ly on the Zambian shore. These were built by men who will come down 

and fish from the river for as long as 3 or 4 months at a time, drying 

their catch by the fire so the baboons won’t steal it, saving what they 

need for their families and bartering the rest.  True hand-to-mouth living 

in the southern end of the Dark Continent. In the middle of the third 

day we had another long portage and passed the planned spot for a 

potential future dam, which, if constructed, could virtually eliminate all 

the rapids we’d run thus far. As of this writing, negotiations are under-

Ghostr ider Rap id Night two campsite 
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE 

Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels 
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the 
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening. 
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would 
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels. 
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip, 
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263. 
To Volunteer To Lead Trips:  Call Cruisemaster Robert Iseley at 678-325-8630. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips, 
from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate 
a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU! 
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the 
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated. 
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information 

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com  

Check the calendar on the GCA website at http://www.gapaddle.com for additional trips, social events, safety classes, and more. 

KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS 
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers. 
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques. 
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed. 
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll. 
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required. 

4/4/15  Metro Chattahoochee    Contact Todd McGinnis at paddlin@bellsouth.net 
4/5/15  Lower Amicalola    Contact Roger Nott at 678-316-4935, or rogernott@att.net  
4/11/15  Lower Toccoa    Contact Jack Taylor at 770-998-0350  or  xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net  
4/18/15  Lower Toccoa    Contact Jack Taylor at 770-998-0350  or  xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net 
4/25/15  Upper Amicalola     Contact Tom Martin at 770-614-4779 
4/26/15  Chattooga Section 2    Contact Mike Tipton at Tiptonmichael@hotmail.com 
5/2/15  Cartecay     Contact Jack Taylor at 770-998-0350  or  xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net 
5/3/15  Upper Chattahoochee    Contact Dan McIntyre at 770-551-2747 
5/24/15  Hiawassee     Contact Jack Taylor at 770-998-0350  or  xl13jdt2@bellsouth.net 
6/27/15  Lower Green, Class II    Contact Luba Healy at ameri.rossi@gmail.com 
6/28/15  Tuckasegee, Class II    Contact Luba Healy at ameri.rossi@gmail.com 
 

THE EDDY LINE 
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ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE 
The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf for-
mat. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734 or 

heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, 

GA 30357. 

Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to 

The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com. 

 

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads 

is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/

October issue). 
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Eastern bottlenose fish capable of delivering a mild shock if held 

by both ends while wet.   

African meal of chicken stew and a thick potato like paste, eaten with 

your hands. Delicious! 

 

 Philani, J.B., Snake, Beggy, and the whole crew were an absolute 

treat and did a fabulous job showing us the Zambezi River. They paddled 

hard all day, and made sure we all had plenty of beers and food at the 

end of the day. I can’t recommend Shockwave Adventures strongly 

enough, so if you want to try an African paddling experience, contact 

these guys!   EL 

 Mighty Zambezi, Continued  

 

KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT 

 

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce 
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces 

back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated 

email address. 

 

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you 

on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve 

software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with 

your new address.  

Above Victoria Falls   

The crew   



Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views 

and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations 

having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not 

constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised. 
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 So, it was one of those weird weekends.  One of those red 

moons, cats walking backwards, deja vu, cows tipping themselves 

kinds of weekends.  ALF was bringing together all the curmudgeons 

and other open boaters to the area. The Paddle Crackers and River 

Scum Crew were unphased by the abundant rain blowing up Tennes-

see and Alabama.  Instead they were holding a get together on the 

Cartecay at 2 feet.  Sounds suspicious.  Hey GBI, we have a gang 

problem on the rivers, they are getting organized! Seriously, I love all 

the colorful little tribes that move around in the WW community, it's 

so cool.  I hadn't been to the Tellico in a whole year.  It's like a 4 

hour drive, and all those great Alabama rivers were half that drive, 

or at least this is what I was whining to my paddle crew as I lob-

bied for the short drive.  The Bevs had business to take care of in 

Tennessee, so with Mark hooking me up with the carpool, it was off 

to the Tellico.   

 

 I was nervous.  When am I not?  The verticality of Baby 

Falls is just enough to give me, with my minor discomfort of heights, 

a strong sense of pucker factor.  Heck, I've always been chicken to 

dive off the high dive at the pool.  Last time I ran the ledges (also 

the first time) it was only 1.8, we had strong safety boaters, and my 

successful run left me with a real feeling of accomplishment.  It was 

2.34 ft this time, and although that's not high, it was enough extra 

water to make it a good bit pushier.  None of us in the crew had 

paddled it more than a handful of times and we didn't know the 

lines well.  We lined up Rick Thompson to show us down, which 

made me feel good.  Rick is such a solid boater, and he likes to 

play and surf and mess around, which is how I like to paddle.  Still 

though, I thought the rest of us were just a little sketchy on this run 

(I mean we were ready for it, just not very experienced on it), so I 

was very happy to see David Peek pull up.  David is an excellent 

boater, and he is fast developing a well deserved reputation for being 

skilled at SWR, and I don't mean theoretical classroom stuff, I mean 

actual real deal river stuff.  They both brought friends so we had a 

nice crew of 8.  It was warm, no drysuit for me.  That helped the 

pucker factor a little, though waiting around for the shuttle is excru-

ciating. 

 

 I couldn't wait to get in my boat, nothing gets rid of nerves 

like actually running the rapids instead of over thinking them. The 

ledges went pretty smooth.  My lines weren't perfect and neither 

Tel l i co Ledges and Middle Tr ip Repor t  March 2015  By Jay Davi s  

were my boofs, but they were adequate; we were just boat scouting 

everything.  I should have scouted the entrance to Baby Falls.  The 

extra water made it different enough to throw me off a little.  I was 

a little too far right and I had to drive my boat at what felt like 

practically a diagonal angle right at the lip to hit the flake.  Somehow 

I landed upright.  Sometimes I think I'm probably a better kayaker 

than I give myself credit for.  Diaper Wiper was crazy.  I still haven't 

run the left line.  Last time I ran the right line.  This time we went 

down the middle.  I went right into the notch in front of the flake, I 

thought it would be bad, but I rode it out and stayed upright.   

 

 Jerrod's Knee went smoothly.  The big boof further up didn't, 

I dried out at the top and teeter totter penciled right off of it, it was 

comical.  I hit the flake with a good line at the bottom.  There's a 

few more hydraulics around there at that level.  We met up with 

Craig, who was looking for a chill day and went on down the Middle 

Tellico.  Lots of people run laps on the ledges and turn their nose up 

at the Middle.  The Middle is a great paddle, lots of fun moves, and 

it's got at least 3 class III rapids.  Rick was running around trying 

everything in that long boat of his.  At one point, he went into the 

little notch to try to ride this little slot, but the area was very under-

cut and sketchy once you come around the corner.  I saw him get 

stuck, but everybody else paddled on down.  Even good boaters can 

have a boo boo on an easy section.  One rule I have is never paddle 

off and leave a person by themselves.  If somebody hangs back to surf 

or whatever, at least one person needs to hang back because you 

never know when some fluke circumstance will befall them.  Rick was 

trying to unwedge himself from the undercut and slide his boat onto a 

rock and do a small seal launch off of it back into the main 

flow.  The length of the Stinger was making this hard.  He got the 

boat turned sideways with nose up on the rock, but the stern was 

wedged in the undercut.  I grabbed his bow and couldn't wiggle it 

loose, so I ended up just holding the boat steady while he climbed out 

onto the rock and got back into his boat after repositioning it.  It 

really wasn't that big a deal, but with a new boater who got left 

behind, it could have been bad.  Keep and eye on your peeps!  It was 

a great day.  I felt good about having a dry hair day.  I felt thankful 

to paddle with good people in beautiful places.  EL 



SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS 
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by 

advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know 

you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support.  Thanks!  
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Post Office Box 7023 

Atlanta, Georgia 30357 

G E O RG I A  C A N OE I N G  A S S O C I A T I O N ,  I N C .  

WE’RE ON THE WEB: 

www.gapaddle.com 

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while 

paddling. 

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate 

memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals.  Canoeists and Kayakers of all 

ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome.  Some of our mutual interests include 

whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking, 

paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities.  We espouse conservation, 

environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills 

development.  Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted 

throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and 

friends.  Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents. 

The Eddy Line,  © 2015, is  published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060 

Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305.  POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,  

P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357. 


